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Research summary – secure wireless symmetric key generation: Our algorithm, which is designed for orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) systems, collects channel state information (CSI) data to extract randomness from
the wireless channel. We start by sending packets that contain dummy or non-confidential data back and forth between two
legitimate users. For each received packet, the nodes extract CSI and store them inside a matrix. Within the matrix, each
column corresponds to the subcarrier index and the rows indicate the packet number. We call this collection of individual
CSI measurements the channel trend information (CTI). CTI is used to determine the overall fading trend of each data
subcarrier. The confidence constant, N , is set by the user and indicates the number of agreeing ones or zeroes required before
a secret bit can be locked. These secret bits are then concatenated to form a secret key. The value of N also determines
the number of dummy packets that needs to be transmitted before the key generation takes place. Apart from transmitting
packets with dummy data, our algorithm provides secrecy as it does not leak any sensitive information.
Research summary – protocol-aware reactive jamming of wireless signals: We develop a software-defined radio
(SDR) framework for real-time reactive adversarial jamming in wireless networks. The system consists of detection and
RF response infrastructure, implemented in the FPGA of a USRP N210 and designed to function with the open source
GNU Radio SDR library. The framework can be used to implement a fast turnaround reactive jamming system capable of
timely RF response within 80ns of signal detection. Our framework also allows for full control and feedback from the FPGA
hardware to the GNU Radio-based cognitive radio backend, making it applicable to a wide range of preamble-based wireless
communication schemes. Using this platform, we demonstrate real-time reactive jamming capabilities in both WiFi (802.11g)
and mobile WiMAX (802.16e) networks and quantify jamming performances by measuring the network throughput using the
iperf software tool. The results indicate that our system works reliably in real time as a reactive jammer.
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